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Written by two veteran Windows security expertsâ€”one a Microsoft Security MVP and Foundstone

Security Consultant, and the other a former senior member of Microsoft's Security Engineering

Teamâ€”this essential resource prepares end users and technical administrators to handle various

security problems that exist in Windows Vista as well as possible future threats. Offering in-depth

coverage of all significant new security technologies in Windows Vista, this book addresses User

Account Control, the new Firewall, Internet Explorer 7.0, Windows Defender, Service Hardening,

and BitLocker.
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Show me someone complaining about User Account Control, and I'll either show youa. a person

setting up the system initially orb. a person who's not using Vista on a regular basis.I play a game

where I see how often I get the UAC prompt. There's many a week I get none at all.What UAC

points out is how little we know and understand about rights and permissions on our system. What

this book points out is why we need and should want UAC on. Turn it off and Internet Explorer

protected mode gets disabled.Read this book. It will want you to install Vista that much more. It

gave me a better understanding of the process going on with User account control. It gave me an

understanding of how Administrator wasn't the horrifically bad thing it was in XP. About the security

processes under the hood. The information in this book was invaluable to me in understanding more

about the technologies under the hood.(Full disclosure I read chapters of this book before it was



published)

A few years ago, Oracle had the audacity to run a marketing campaign claiming that their database

product was "unbreakable". It didn't take long for someone to break it, and for Oracle to back-pedal

their marketing stance and claim that they didn't mean it was 100% impervious, just that security

was stronger and they had an "unbreakable" mindset, or something to that effect.Since the

introduction of Windows Vista, it has been hailed by Microsoft and by most media outlets as the

"most secure" Windows operating system yet. Microsoft critics have been quick to jump up and

down every time a weakness or vulnerability has been discovered- emphatically pointing out that it

is, in fact flawed. They fail to realize that there is a big difference between "most secure" and

"unbreakable", and that nobody ever claimed it was perfect.With Vista, Microsoft took tremendous

strides on the security front and introduced a variety of new features and technologies. UAC (User

Account Control) has been widely criticized, mostly by Microsoft's competition and those who don't

really understand its purpose or how to use it. Microsoft also included hard drive encryption with

Bitlocker, the new and improved Internet Explorer 7, and more. There is a learning curve to

understand these new components and use them properly.Grimes and Johansson provide the

knowledge and details you need to know to understand these new security features. They walk you

through how to configure them to protect your Windows system. They also understand that the user

is the key to security, and they take a holistic approach in trying to educate the reader on sound

security practices that complement the security technology in Vista.The book is a little "rah rah"

Microsoft in spots, but that doesn't take anything away from its exceptional value. Pick this book up

and put it to use.

I can't recommend this for a beginner or an advanced security expert. The useful information in this

book is hard to find amongst the poor writing and condescending tone.The information that is here is

hard to find. For example, the eight-point list of Vista security essentials includes "Remove

unnecessary software and services." Neither the index nor the table of contents provides much

guidance on how to find the information on removing services or identifying which are necessary. (I

still haven't found that information in the book).There are random bold-faced notes throughout the

book. I haven't figured out the algorithm that the authors used to elevate a paragraph to bold

face.There is repetitive cheerleading for Windows Vista and Internet Explorer. In the words of Joe

Friday: "Just the facts, ma'am."
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